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Lexus_Toyota_Navigation_DVD_North_America_Generation_6.pdf Lexus expects to provide new
vehicle information to Toyota owners on a monthly basis and customers will be able to experience

the updated system with the Toyota Connect service and MyCar App. When a vehicle is connected to
the service or installed with a new vehicle information update, users will experience the latest in

audio visual displays, advanced speaker systems, enhanced responsiveness, innovative infotainment
and connectivity features. Entertainment solutions provider Mapbox was commissioned by Toyota to
upgrade the infotainment systems in select Toyota and Lexus vehicles to deliver a new navigation

experience in the car. Starting today, the Toyota and Lexus vehicles equipped with a next generation
multimedia system developed by Toyota will receive enhanced features including a smarter, more

intuitive interface and the integration of map updates through the over the air software update
process. In addition to an updated interface and a new map application, Toyota and Lexus continue
to invest in their connected car offerings, preparing the way for new opportunities in the future, said
Dr. Tadasu Harada, Toyota's chief technical officer. As we continue to lead the way in the evolution
of mobility, we are determined to elevate the in-car experience. We have been continuously making

improvements to our infotainment systems and from today, we're taking a leap forward with
enhanced features and functionality.
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the new multimedia system is based on a next-generation toyota-lexus media platform (tlmp)
developed by toyota. the tlmp serves as the building block for a next generation in-car navigation

experience, while unlocking the ability for the infotainment system to deliver data and entertainment
content over the air, giving the driver a convenient way to update their vehicle without needing to
visit a service center. the next generation multimedia system has been developed to support an

enhanced driving experience and to ensure safety as the automotive industry continues to evolve to
meet modern customer expectations. toyota is committed to ensuring that it continues to evolve and

innovate to ensure that drivers have the best driving experience possible. in addition to the new
multimedia system, lexus is enhancing its existing navigation offerings with enhanced features to
make the driving experience more engaging. in addition to the multimedia system, lexus is also
equipping a small number of vehicles with the following navigation features: the map design is

responsive, so the interface looks great on any device, including phones, tablets, and automobile
infotainment systems. the new generation of navigation systems uses the mapbox maps sdk to

deliver navigation experience to toyota's in-vehicle heads up display (hud) and infotainment
systems, giving drivers a smooth, distraction-free experience. “the new toyota multimedia system is

the most complete and feature-rich navigation system in the world,” said jeff miller, senior vice
president and chief operating officer at mapbox. “mapbox's partnerships with lexus and tmna make

it possible to deliver a seamless navigation experience that fits perfectly with the vehicle's
multimedia system.” 5ec8ef588b
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